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Abstract

In this paper a new localization approach combining the
metric and topological paradigm is presented. The main idea
is to connect local metric maps by means of a global topolog-
ical map. This allows a compact environment model which
does not require global metric consistency and permits both
precision and robustness. The method uses a 360 degree la-
ser scanner in order to extract lines for the metric localiza-
tion and doors, discontinuities and hallways for the
topological approach. The approach has been widely tested
in a 50 x 25 m portion of the institute building with the new
fully autonomous robot Donald Duck. 25 randomly generat-
ed test missions have been performed with a success ratio of
96% and a mean error at the goal point of 9 mm for an over-
all trajectory length of 1.15 km. Future work will focus on a
similar hybrid approach for simultaneous localization and
automatic mapping.

1. Introduction

Perceiving the environment remains a fundamental task for
autonomous mobile systems. More precisely, localization
and mapping in an unmodified environment belongs to the
basic skills for mobile robot applications. In many potential
service tasks, the vehicle is operating in a structured or semi
structured surrounding. This property can be exploited by us-
ing the structures as frequently and reliably recognizable
landmarks for navigation. Topological, metric or hybrid nav-
igation schemes can make use of different types of environ-
ment features on various levels of perceptual abstraction
leading to different environment models.

Metric approaches (i.e. robot pose represented by
) based on Kalman filtering [7], [13] permit high ac-

curacy and low complexity when using line based features
from ultrasonic sensors [7], [13], CCD camera [5] or both la-
ser scanner and CCD camera [15], [2]. Furthermore maps for
this type of approach are very compact and directly extensi-
ble with feature information from different sensors. However
the Kalman estimator is unimodal, therefore it has no mean
to detect and recover from a lost situation (i.e. a situation
where the robot cannot match features correctly anymore be-
cause the difference between the estimate and the real posi-
tion is too high). Other approaches which do not suffer from
this limitation are grid based and/or topological oriented. The

success of Dervish at the ‘AAAI robot contest’ in 1994 [14]
followed by formalization of the ‘Partial Observable Markov
Decision Process’ (POMDP) [11] represented the start of th
type of approach. In this case, the robot position is a grid ce
a topological position, or both, causing a non neglectab
bound in the precision when comparing with Kalman bas
approaches. However this approach has lead to a metric, g
based method. The ‘Markov localization’ [10] permits bot
precision and multimodality by using small sized grid cells
but requires significant processing power and memory in o
der to update all the cells in the environment. More recen
the ‘Monte Carlo localization’ [8] has proposed a more eff
cient alternative by using a sampling-based method that c
represent arbitrary distributions.

In contrast to the above mentioned approaches, this pa
proposes an integration of both the metric and topologic
paradigms, to gain the best characteristics of both univers
The system presented here embodies both a metric and a
pological representation. The metric model consists of in
nite lines that belong to the same place. These places
related to each other by means of a topological map tha
composed of nodes and edges between nodes. Connec
between a node and a place are a special case: Trave
along these edges causes a switch from topological to me
localization. Metric localization is done with a widely teste
implementation of the Extended Kalman filter [2]. This ap
proach guarantees high precision with low complexity an
memory requirements. Topological navigation uses a PO
DP based [3] state estimator. This permits efficient plannin
in the large, has an advantageous symbolic representation
man-machine interaction and is robust against lost situatio
thanks to its multimodality.

2. Environment Modeling

The model of the environment is characterized by two d
ferent levels of abstraction (see figure 1):
• Places are defined as a local metric map which allow

navigation within the neighbourhood.
• To move from one place to another, the system switch

from metric to topological when leaving the place, nav
gates by means of a topological state estimator within t
global topological map and switches back to metr
when reaching the goal place.

x y θ, ,( )
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The only requirement for changing navigation model is to
have a detectable metric feature when travelling from a to-
pological node to a metric place. This permits the system to
determine the transition point where the change from topo-
logical to metric has to be done and allows the initialization
of the metric localization (i.e. relocation).

Although this is a very general and flexible approach, it is
preferable to make some environment dependent assump-
tions/choices when implementing it on a real robot. In this
case the experimental test bed is a part of the institute build-
ing. This environment is mainly composed of offices, meet-
ing rooms and hallways. It seems an acceptable assumption
to expect that the robot will have to be very precise in the
rooms where most of its tasks have to be executed. While
navigating in the large (i.e. hallways), precision with respect
to the features is less important, but robustness and global
consistency take an important role. Therefore the current im-
plementation uses local metric maps for offices and rooms in
general and a global topological map that connects them to-
gether. Because perception is not a goal of this paper, the
features employed are as simple as possible and might be
suboptimal, especially for landmark detection. Nevertheless
they permit extensive testing of the proposed hybrid (metric/
topological) approach by means of a single sensor.

2.1 Local Metric Maps
The features used for metric environmental representat

are infinite lines. They are less informative than line se
ments, but permit a very compact representation of stru
tured geometric environments requiring only about 10 byt
per . In figure 2 a typical office is shown with the lines
used for its local metric map.

2.2 Global Topological Map
The topological map can be viewed as a graph. In ea

node the information about the visible features and the w
to reach the connected nodes/places is stored. Only four
rections of travel are employed: N, E, S, W. This implies th
assumption that the environment is orthogonal, which is t
case for most office buildings including the institute buildin
where the robot operates. The above mentioned limitation
not an inherent loss of generality because it is only a simp
fication for the current implementation and not a general r
quirement of the algorithm.

The features for the topological representation are typic
for hallways in office environments:
• Discontinuities perpendicular to the direction of travel in

the hallway. They are characterized by the form (S and
Z) and the size of the step.

• Doors are used for state estimation and for model trans
tion. Therefore they are fundamental for this approach.

• Hallways perpendicular to the direction of travel creating
an intersection.
In figure 3 the graph representing the topological model

viewed for a portion of a hallway. Features are linked to th
node from which they are best visible.

3. Navigation

Both environment models require a different navigatio
method with different characteristics. The metric approa
permits a very precise positioning at the goal point where
the topological method guarantees robustness against ge
lost thanks to its multimodality. The estimation framewor
used for metric localization is the Kalman filter, while for to
pological navigation apartially observable Markov decision
process (POMDP) model is used.

Figure 1: The environment is represented by places given
by their metric maps and nodes representing topological
states. When travelling from a node to a place, the system
switches from topological to metric and vice-versa.

local metric place

topological node

topological edge

topological/metric edge

93 94 95 96 97 98 99 100

100

101

102

103

104

105

93 94 95 96 97 98 99 100

100

00.5

101

01.5

102

02.5

103

03.5

104

04.5

105

Figure 2: An office of the institute building (a) and the lines
representing it in the local metric map (b). The black seg-
ments permit to see the correspondence between the two fig-
ures. This environment model is extremely compact with a
memory requirement of about 10 bytes per .m2

(a) (b)

m2

Figure 3: The topological map is represented by a grap
Each node contains the information about the visible fe
tures and the way to reach the adjacent nodes.

S feature Z feature door feature
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3.1 Metric Navigation

For the Kalman filter, only a brief summary of a localiza-
tion cycle is presented. Please refer to [13] for more details
about its use in the context of mobile robot navigation. Fur-
thermore some informations about uncertainty models and
feature extraction are presented.

Odometry: Non-systematic odometry errors occur in two
spaces: the joint space and the Cartesian space. With differ-
ential drive kinematics the joint space is two-dimensional
(left and right wheel). Effects of wheel slippage, uneven
ground and limited encoder resolution appear in this space.
In [6] a physically well-grounded model for this kind of er-
rors is presented starting from the uncertain input

where are the distances
travelled by each wheel, and the diagonal input covariance
matrix

(1)

which relies on the assumption of proportionally growing
variance per travelled. The odometry model for
the first and second moment of the state vector

 is then

(2)

(3)

where uses a piecewise linear approximation,
is the state covariance matrix of the last step and is
the Jacobian of with respect to the uncertain vectors

 and .  and  are constants.
Effects of external forces (mainly collisions) occur in this

Cartesian space. Because it is difficult to identify parameters
for models taking these non-systematic errors into account,
in this work only the above presented model is used.

Feature Extraction: The line model is

(4)
where is the raw measurement and the model
parameters. is the angle of the perpendicular to the line,
its length. The used extraction algorithm has been described
in [1]. It differs from the widely used recursive split-and-
merge technique in the segmentation criterion: Instead of us-
ing a line specific decision on a single point, it decides on a
model independent criterion on a group of points, so that
multiple segments which lie on the same physical object are
merged for particular precise re-estimates of the line posi-
tion.

Localization cycle:
State Prediction.The state and its associated

covariance are determined from odometry based
on the previous state moments  and .

Observation. The extracted feature parameters
constitute the vector of observations and its associ-

ated observation covariance matrix . Since me
surement errors features are independent,
blockwise diagonal. That means that all subsequent eq
tions operate with -matrices.

Measurement Prediction. The modeled features in the
map, , get transformed into the frame of the observatio
The first moments are computed by

where is the nonlinear measure
ment model (the global-to-local transform). Error propag
tion is done by a first-order approximation which require
the Jacobian with respect to the state predictio

.

Matching. Because the observation covariance matr
is blockwise diagonal, the matched pairings can

integrated in a manner which is advantageous for filter co
vergence: Each pairing is integrated according to its qual
in an iterative procedure:(i) matching of the current best
pairing,(ii) estimation and(iii) re-prediction of features not
associated so far. This procedure has also been used in [
The quality of a pairing of prediction and observatio

is smallest observational uncertainty– not smallest Ma-
halanobis distance like in [15]. This renders the matching r
bust against small spurious and uncertain segments wh
have small Mahalanobis distances. The ‘current best’ pair

is then the observation with
 which satisfies the validation test

(5)

where is the innovation covariance matrix of the pairin
and a number taken from a distribution with
degrees of freedom. is the level on which the hypothe
of pairing correctness is rejected.

Estimation. Successfully matched observation and pred
tions yield the innovations
and their innovation covariance matrix

. Finally, with the filter
equations

(6)

(7)

(8)

the posterior estimates of the robot pose and associated c
ariance are computed.

Local Navigation: Local navigation is done by a motion
control algorithm. It plays the role of both position controlle
and obstacle avoidance: it reaches the given

goal by planning a collision free path (with respect t
the current local data), and reacting to the dynamic enviro
ment either by merely replanning the path or by changi
heading direction and replanning when an object appear
front of the robot.

u k 1+( ) ∆dL ∆dR,[ ]T= ∆dL ∆dR,

U k 1+( ) kL ∆dL 0

0 kR ∆dR

=

∆dL ∆dR,
x

x y θ, ,( )T=

x k 1 k+( ) f x k k( ) u k 1+( ),( )=

P k 1 k+( ) ∇ f xP k k( )∇ f x
T ∇ f uU k 1+( )∇ f u

T+=

f .( ) P k k( )
∇ f x u,

f .( )
x k k( ) u k 1+( ) kL kR

ρ ϕ α–( )cos r– 0=
ρ ϕ,( ) α r,( )

α r

x̂ k 1+ k( )
P k 1+ k( )

x̂ k k( ) P k k( )
α r,( )T

z k 1+( )

R k 1+( )
R k 1+( )

2 2×

mW

ẑ k 1+( ) =
h x̂ k 1+ k( ) mW,( ) h .( )

h∇
x̂ k 1+ k( )

R k 1+( )

ẑ j[ ]

z i[ ]

z i[ ] ẑ j[ ],( ) z i[ ]

trace Ri[ ]( ) mini=

z i[ ] ẑ j[ ]–( ) Sij
1– z i[ ] ẑ j[ ]–( )T χα n,

2≤

Sij
χα n,

2 χ2 n 2=
α

υ k 1+( ) z k 1+( ) ẑ k 1+( )–=
S k 1+( ) =

h∇ P k 1+ k( ) h∇ T R k 1+( )+

W k 1+( ) P k 1+ k( ) h∇ TS 1– k 1+( )=

x̂ k 1+ k 1+( ) x̂ k 1+ k( ) W k 1+( )υ k 1+( )+=

P k 1+ k 1+( )

P k 1+ k( ) W k 1+( )S k 1+( )WT k 1+( )–=

x y θ, ,( )
x y,( )
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3.2 Topological Navigation

A detailed description of the POMDP approach is given in
[3] and [11]. In this paper only thestate estimatorand the
heading estimatorare presented. Details about the control
strategy and the local navigation are discussed below.

Feature Extraction: Features S and Z (figure 3) are line
based and thus extracted by using the information from the
line extractor presented in section 3.1. Doors are extracted
by combining information from raw data (opening detec-
tion) and line extractor (open door). Hallways are modeled
as openings and characterized by the distance between the
node and the end of the hallway, which is detected by means
of a perpendicular line.

Position Estimator: Given a finite set of environment states
S, a finite set of actionsA and a state transition modelT, the
model can be defined by introducing partial observability.
This includes a finite setO of possible observations and an
observation functionOS, mappingSinto a discrete probabil-
ity distribution overO. represents the probability
that the environment makes a transition from states to state

when actiona is taken. is the probability of
making an observationo in states. The probability of being
in state (belief state of ) after having made observation
o while performing actiona is then given by the following
equation:

(9)

where is the belief state ofs at the last step,
is the belief state vector of last step and is a
normalizing factor.

Heading Estimator: The position estimator calculates the
probability of being in a state, but does not take into account
the heading of the robot. Nevertheless to work properly, the
position estimator has to know the robot direction in order to
distinguish between the four directions of travel allowed by
the topological model (see section 2.2). This is done by a
weighted mean of each observed line that is either horizontal
or vertical with respect to the environment. The success of
this method is due to the fact that in a rectilinear office build-
ing the vast majority of flat surfaces are aligned with the
principal building directions. Lines are matched by means of
the validation test ,
where prediction is directly the odometry state vector
variable . In this case, is a number taken from a
distribution with degrees of freedom. This can be
viewed as a Kalman filter for heading only.

Control Strategy: Since it is computationally intractable to
compute the optimal POMDP control strategy for a large en-
vironment [3], simple suboptimal heuristics are introduced.
For the system presented here themost likely statepolicy has
been adopted: the world state with the highest probability is
found and the action that would be optimal for that state is

executed. For unconfident states (calculated by means of
confidence function ) a further heuristic is intro
duced: if the optimal action is the same for all the states w
high probability, the action will be executed directly, othe
wise the system searches for the best acceptable action fo
the high probability states that permits information gain fo
the state estimator (ex.: invert direction and follow mid line

Local Navigation: In this environment, topological naviga-
tion takes place in long hallways. Therefore only a few a
tions are needed.Follow mid line, andwall followingpermit
the robot to navigate in the global environment. Furthermo
thedoor find and passingaction is used for changing from
topological to metric. All actions are implemented by usin
the motion control algorithm presented in section 3.1.

3.3 Switching Model

Because the topological navigation method is multimod
the confidence before switching to the unimodal metric na
igation is very critical. In contrast to pure topological nav
gation, a false state when entering a local metric place wo
cause the robot to search a goal position which is false a
could even be inaccessible. Therefore a door find and pa
ing action is executed only when the estimator is highly co
fident: , where is a constant defined b
experience. If it is not the case, the best action for gaini
more information is taken (Control Strategy in section 3.2

When switching from topological to metric another impor
tant problem has to be faced: the Kalman filter has to be i
tialized (i.e. and are unknown). Such a tas
is often referred to asrelocationproblem. Although this is a
complex problem, it can be simplified for this approach. A
explained in chapter 2, a detectable metric feature (doors
this case) between a node and a place permits knowing w
to switch and gives an approximation of the robot positio
with respect to the local metric map. The first two momen
of the measure are used to initialize the Kalman filter an
permit a fast convergence of the filter.

Changing from metric to topological reduces to a metr
navigation to the initialization position of the robot for the
current local place. There the initialization of the states of t
graph representing the global map takes place.

4. Experimental Results

For the experiments, a fully autonomous mobile vehic
has been used. Donald Duck (figure 4) is connected via ra
ethernet only for data visualization via web and data loggi
for statistical purposes. The approach has been tested du
the day, under normal conditions, in the portion of the ins
tute building shown in figure 5. This environment is not onl
complex but also highly dynamic due to the presence of t
coffee room and the secretariat, which raise the flow of h
mans in the hallways.

T s a s', ,( )

s' OS o s,( )

s' s'

SEs' k 1+( )
OS o s',( ) T s a s', ,( )SEs k( )

s S∈
∑

P o a SE k( ),( )
-------------------------------------------------------------------------=

SEs k( ) SE k( )
P o a SE k( ),( )

z i[ ] ẑ j[ ]–( ) Sij
1– z i[ ] ẑ j[ ]–( )T ≤ χα n,

2

ẑ j[ ]

θ χα n,
2 χ2

n 1=

C SE k( )( )

C SE k( )( ) c> c

x̂ k k( ) P k k( )
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4.1 Experiments

Test missions are generated randomly where the start and
end point correspond to the crosses of figure 5. The robot is
localized with respect to the local metric map at the start po-
sition. By leaving the room it switches to topological navi-
gation. When it reaches the goal place, it initializes the
Kalman filter and navigates metrically to the goal point.
There the position error is measured.

4.2 Results

Donald performed 25 randomly generated mission and
achieved an overall success rate of 96%. A mission is classi-
fied as successful when the robot reaches the goal point and
is localized with respect to the local metric map in the goal
place. The overall distance travelled is 1.15 km. Note that
0.95 km have been done in topological mode, which is mul-
timodal and therefore robust against lost situations. The
‘mean error at goal point’ is the average of the differences
between the robot estimate and its real position at goal point.
It is only 9 mm demonstrating the accuracy of the Kalman
approach. When the robot has to use the second heuristic for
the control strategy (see section 3.2), it encountered an ‘un-
confident state’. This appears in 23% of the estimates, which
seems relative high, but the control strategy always solves
them. Nevertheless that remains suboptimal because in four
missions it causes robot navigation for information gaining
only. In one experiment the robot entered the wrong local
place because noise in its perception caused a confident false
state where the model change had to take place.

5. Related Work

Successful navigation of embedded systems for real ap
cations relies on the precision that the vehicle can achie
the capacity of not getting lost and the practicability of the
algorithms on the limited resources of the autonomous s
tem. This problem has been faced with approaches that
be separated into two categories: metric (geometric or fe
ture based) and topological.

Metric approaches using Kalman filtering can be very pr
cise [15], [2], they allow compact environment modelin
and therefore on-board calculation with today’s processo
power. They have also proven their robustness in large,
plication like experiments [2]. Nevertheless their solution r
mains unimodal. This means that an unmodeled event (
collision) could cause a lost situation from which the syste
is unable to recover. Other metric approaches, like tho
based on Markov localization [10], are multimodal (i.e. ro
bust against lost situations) and precise when small grids
used, but require off-board processing because of their co
putational complexity. Even if the ‘Monte Carlo localiza
tion’ [8] proposes a promising improvement for th
efficiency, a trade-off between precision and real-time em
bedded computability remains to be found as soon as mu
modality is introduced in metric approaches.

On the other hand, topologically based methods are v
robust, but lack in precision. The main idea itself of only u
ing the topology of an environment [12] causes a loss of t
metric paradigm which is indispensable to guarantee pre
sion. Nevertheless the robustness of these approaches
been often proven [14]. POMDP methods are used and
proved for optimal and computational acceptable decisi
making [3]. By combining this approach with metric infor
mation, the lack in precision can be overcome.

Metric and topological approaches are converging to a h
brid solution combining the best characteristics of bo
worlds. In [4] a basically metric based approach with abs
lute localization is extended to include a localization relativ
to a local reference frame. This results in a two level abstra
tion which remains metric, but embodies a topology in th
constellation of the local frames. In [16] the approach co
sists in extracting a topological map from a grid map with

Figure 4: The autonomous robot
Donald Duck. Its controller consists of
a VME standard backplane with a
Motorola PowerPC 604 microproces-
sor clocked at 300 Mhz. Among its
peripheral devices, the most important
are the wheel encoders, a 360° laser
range finder and a grey-level CCD
camera (not used here).

Figure 5: The map of the test environment with the graph
representing the topological map. The crosses represent the
start or end of the randomly generated test missions.

number of missions 25
success rate 96%

number of state estimates 788
unconfident state rate 23%
total travel distance 1.15 km

topological travel distance 0.95 km
metric travel distance 0.2 km

mean error at goal point 9 mm

Table 1: Summary of the experiments. The resul
demonstrate the feasibility of this hybrid approach for offic
environments.
1115
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Voronoi based method. In this case the topological naviga-
tion permits a gain in efficiency with respect to the metric
grid based navigation. In [9] an approach for both global lo-
calization and position tracking using a topological map aug-
mented with metric information is presented. The method is
based on histogram matching of ultrasonic range data.

For this system a natural integration of the metric and to-
pological paradigm is proposed. The approaches are com-
pletely separated into two levels of abstraction. Metric maps
are used only locally for structures (rooms) that are naturally
defined by the environment. There, a fully metric localiza-
tion and navigation method is adopted. Topological naviga-
tion and localization are used to connect the local metric
maps that can be far away from each other. This intuitive
way to gain in robustness while maintaining precision at the
goal/task point is similar to the behavior humans have: when
going to a room where a task has to be done, the human lo-
calizes itself roughly with respect to doors, hallways, crosses
and so on, but in the goal room he measures exactly his po-
sition with respect to the coffee machine where he has to put
his cup. Even the heuristics presented in section 3.2 take in-
spiration from mankind: if the person searching for the cof-
fee machine isn’t sure about the door he has to enter, he will
go back some meters or continue in the hallway to gain in-
formation in order to be sure not to enter in the office of the
big boss which is the next one after the coffee room.

A further aspect of this approach is the emphasis in com-
pactness of the environment representation. This permits to
be very efficient when calculating the robot position. Figure
2 shows an office which is metrically modeled with only 14
lines, while the whole environment is represented topologi-
cally by less than 20 nodes (figure 5).

6. Conclusion and Outlook

This paper presents a new hybrid approach for localiza-
tion. The metric and topological parts are completely sepa-
rated into two levels of abstraction. Together they permit a
very compact and computationally efficient representation
of the environment for mobile robot navigation. Furthermore
this combination permits both precision with the non-dis-
crete metric estimator and robustness by means of the multi-
modal topological approach. The success rate over the 1.15
km of the 25 tests missions is 96%, meaning that only one
mission was not fulfilled. The mean error at the goal point is
only 9 mm. The 23% of unconfident states are uncritical in
the experiments, nevertheless they cause a loss of time when
travelling for gaining further information.

Future work will focus on the choice of a better suited per-
ception for the topological part by evaluating other land-
marks and adding the information from a CCD camera. This
could allow a reduction of unconfident states. Furthermore
success could be guaranteed for each mission by employing
the topological approach in parallel to the metric estimator
when navigating in metric places.

Moreover the main goal for the future is the implementa-

tion of such a hybrid approach for simultaneous localizatio
and map building.
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